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The Western Horse pays tribute to the power, mystique, and grace of the horse that settled the

West. This spirited coffee-table book features Dave Stoecklein&#39;s best horse

photography-including Quarter Horses, Paints, Appaloosas, Palominos, Mustangs, and many more.
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David W. Stevenson is the founder and co-owner of Two by Four, an advertising agency based in

Chicago. Two by Four's clients include work for Western brands like Wrangler Jeanswear, Ariat

boots, sooner Trailers, and more. Growing up in Dallas, David has always been around the western

lifestyle. Additionally, through the many television and photography shoots he has art directed, he

has developed a respect of the Western culture, its people, and imagery. David lives just outside of

Chicago with his wife Becky, three kids, two dogs, two mice and a fish named Justin. David R.

Stoecklein has worked closely with ranchers and cowboys from every Western state. Through his

work, he has gained a deep understanding of and respect for cowboys. His quest to keep the spirit

of the West alive is heartfelt and uncompromising. David spends every free moment photographing

cowboys and all elements of their lives, preserving their heritage and traditions. David resides in

Sun Valley with his wife, Mary, and their three sons.

Love it! Thanks!



The material in this book was great. The copy that I received was a second. The pages were not

finished and the pages were folded. I would not buy from this source again.

The book was in good shape, and exactly what I wanted. Beautiful cover and photos in the book.

Well worth the purchase.

Happy with

Very pleased

I have been a fan of David Stoecklein's work for many years, and he continues to outdo himself with

each new endeavor. This book is no exception. His love of horses and the west, combined with his

overall vision, unique photographic eye and technique make this book truly exceptional. The variety

of shots and his use of angles and light will keep you turning each page with anticipation. You feel

as if you have snuck into the horses world, without the horse knowing that you are there. He

successfully captures the western horse in a way that portrays them as they are: stunning,

magnificent animals, deserving our our appreciation and respect. Even those who are not 'horse'

fans per se, will appreciate the depth and breadth of Mr. Stoecklein's style.

This is one of the most beautiful bookes I have ever read. It has an excellent section on what the

colors of horses mean as well as information on how horses came to be in America, what has

happened to Indian ponies, and breed histories. This book also contains poetry from Sue Wallis. I

bought this book for the pictures, but the text as definatly proved to be worth while as well.

This is by far one of the best horse related books out there. Not only are there tons of beautiful

pictures but its full of so much information, from colors to trainers... great buy! definately worth your

money!!!
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